BOUNDS FOR DETERMINANTS WITH DOMINANT
PRINCIPAL DIAGONAL1
G. BALEY PRICE

1. Introduction.
This note establishes upper and lower bounds
for determinants
with dominant
principal diagonal (see a recent
paper on these determinants by Olga Taussky [9]2). The lower bound
is an improvement of a similar lower bound given by Ostrowski [ó].
The best known theorems concerning upper bounds of determinants
are Nanson's theorem [5] and the generalizations
of it proved by

Szász [8], Fischer [l], and others (see [2, pp. 34-36]), and Hadamard's Determinant Theorem (see [4, pp. 90-101]). H. von Koch [3]
gave a lower bound for a determinant,
and Ostrowski [6; 7] has given
both upper and lower bounds. Previous results are better in some
cases, but the bounds in this note are closer in many others. The
bounds given here are recommended also by their simplicity.

2. The theorems. Let (a<y) denote an nXn matrix and D its determinant | aa\. Set
n

Ai=

n

2~1 \aa\>

mi = \au\-

)—1,J>>

2~1 \au\,
i—i+l

n

Mi = | a«| + X) I aa\>
for i=i,

2, ■ ■ • , n.

Theorem

1. Let (a,-,-)be an nXn matrix with complex elements such

that

(1)

| a« | > Ai,

i = 1, 2, • • • , w.

Then
(2)

0 < mim2 • • • mn á | D | g MXM2 • • • Mn.

An equality holds in (2) if and only if
(3)

a,-,-=0,

j > i.

If (3) holds, then
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O < I aiia22 • • • ann \ = «iWj • • • mn = \ D\ = M1M2 • • • Mn.

Theorem

2. Let (ay) be an nXn matrix with real elements such that

(4)

a» > Ai,

i = 1, 2, ••• , m.

Then
(5)

0 < mim2 • ■ • mn-áD

ú MXM2 ■ ■ ■ Mn-

An equality holds in (5) if and only if (3) holds. If (3) holds, then
(5')

O < aiia22 • • • a„« = mim2 • • • mn — D = MiM2 • ■ • Mn.

The theorems of Nanson [5] and Ssász [8] yield better
bounds in certain cases as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem

3. Let (a^) be an nXn Hermitian

upper

matrix such that au>Ai

for ¿ = 1, 2, ■ • ■, n. Then
(6)

0 < mim2 • ■ ■mn := D,

d = pv: = pZ?

ú---^pprrú---íkp?ú

where PT denotes the product of all the rth order principal

and pr=l/C(n

Pi'

minors of D

—l, r —1) for r = i, 2, • • • , «.

Szász has shown that this theorem can be extended as follows. It
may be that (ai/) does not satisfy the hypotheses
of Theorem 3, but
that nonzero constants
C\, c2, • • • , cn can be found such that the
new matrix (aijCi/cj) does. Then 7J)=| ay | has all of its principal
minors positive and satisfies (7). An extension of (6) will be given

below.
Let (aij) be a matrix which satisfies the hypotheses of one of the
three theorems. If the same permutation
is applied to the rows and
to the columns of (öy), the new matrix satisfies the hypotheses of
the same theorem.
In this way new upper and lower bounds

MÍ Ml • ■ • M/

and m{ ml ■ ■ ■m„ are obtained for D or | D \,

and in general these are different from the original bounds. Since
there are « ! permutations of the rows and columns, the theorems yield
«! upper and lower bounds. The best upper bound (lower bound)
that can be obtained from the theorems is thus the minimum (maximum) of the «! upper bounds (lower bounds).
It is possible to extend Theorems 1, 2, and 3 to those cases in
which |a¿i| >Ai and a,-,->^l¿ are replaced by |a«| ^Af and a,-,^^l,-.
Form new determinants
by changing the elements on the principal
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diagonal so that the original inequalities hold. Then the usual continuity arguments show that (2) becomes

0 ^ miffi2• • • mn Û I DI =: MiM2 • ■■M„,
that (5) becomes
0 =: mim2 • • • mn Ú D -^ MiM2 • ■ ■ Mn,

and that (6) becomes
0 ^ mim2 • ■ ■ mn á D.

It is not difficult to determine
the conditions
under which the
equality holds at the extreme left in these three inequalities, but the
results will not be stated here (in this connection see Olga Taussky

[9, p. 673]).
A significant extension of the above results will now
in the case of Theorem 1. Consider a set of determinants
D n-i, where Dk is formed from the determinant
|a,y| (i,j
' by dividing the first column by the positive constant
n

be illustrated
7>i, D2, ■ ■ •,
= k, • • ■ ,n)
rk. Set
n

mk = I akkI —rk 2~1 \ akj \,

Mk = | akk\ + rk 2~1 I «*jI,

j=k+l

j=k+l

for k = 1, 2, • • • , n —1, and set m* = M* = | ann |.
Theorem 4. Let (an) be an nXn matrix with complex elements. If
there exists a set of positive constants fi, r2, • • • , rn-i such that each of
the determinants Di, D2, • • • , 7?n_i is a determinant with dominant
principal diagonal, that is, such that the absolute value of each term on
the principal diagonal of Dk is greater than the sum of the absolute
values of all other terms in the same row, then

(8)

0 < mtmt • • • f£ á | D | â M*M*2• • • M*.

An equality holds if and only if (3) holds; and if (3) holds, (2') holds.
Theorem 4 can be employed in the following manner. It may be
that D does not satisfy the hypotheses
of Theorem 1, but that ri
can be chosen so that Di does. The best bounds will be obtained by
choosing ri as small as possible. If T>i is a determinant
with dominant
principal diagonal, then D2, • • • , Dn-i are certainly determinants
of the same type for r2= • • ■ =rn_i = l. Once again, however, the

bounds will be improved
constants.

if smaller values can be chosen for these

3. Lemmas. The theorems of the last section can be proved most
easily with the aid of two lemmas which will be given in this section.
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Lemma 1. // (a¡j) is any matrix with complex elements such that \ au\

> Ai for i=l,

2, • • • , «, then D= |cy| 5^0.

The result stated in this lemma has been discovered and published many times. A simple proof and an extensive bibliography

will be found in [9].
Lemma 2. Let a system of equations
n

(9)

an + ]T o-ijXj=0,

i = 2, 3, ■■■ , n,

1=2

be given in which
n

(10)

I«MI> (1/0I«¿iI + X) I««I,

*= 2,3,• • • , «,

j=2,,y;

where r is some number greater than zero. Then the system (9) has a
unique solution x2, ■ • • , x„, and

(11)

max ( | x21, | x31, • ■• , | xn | ) < r.

To prove the lemma, observe that
n

\au\>

2

I aaI>

* = 2, 3, • • • , «,

j—2,JT*i

by (10). Then the determinant
of the system of equations (9) is a
determinant
with dominant principal diagonal, and its value is not
zero by Lemma 1. Thus (9) has a unique
(11) is false. Let |x,| =max (|x2|, |x3|,

solution. Assume now that
■ • • , |xB|)^r.
Then from

(9) it follows that
n

Q>ii%i =

du ~\~

/ j ÜijXjf
7-2, jV*
n

| an | | Xi| =:| a,-i| + X) I aa II *iI>
í=2,jy¿

■ ,

|a<i|

\au\£-.—¡-+
j X¿ |

A

■ ■ | */1

2^ Kill—r>
]=2, j^i

| X<|
n

(12)

| a« | á (1/f) | a« | +

E

| a« |,

Í=2,jVí

since |xí| ^r and |x,|/|x¿|
^1. But (12) contradicts
contradiction
establishes (11). The proof of Lemma

4. Proofs of the theorems.

(10), and this
2 is complete.

Let (aij) be a matrix which satisfies the
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hypotheses of Theorem 1. Consider the system of equations (9)
with the coefficients taken from (an). Then from (1) it follows that
(10) is satisfied with r = l. Let the solution of (9) in this case be

x2\ x(s\ • • • , *£\ Multiply the jth column of D by xf\j = 2, 3, • • •,
n, and add to the first column. As a result of (9) it follows that
a22 • • • a2n

(13)

D = (an + anx2

+ • • • + aXnxn )
a„2

The determinant
which appears on the right here satisfies the same
hypotheses as D, and the reduction can be repeated until the following evaluation is obtained:
D = (an + ai2x2

+

• • • + aïnxn

)(a22 + a2Sxs

(14)

+

+

a2nxn

■■■

m

) • • ■ ann.

Since |xf'| <1 for all k and j, and since mj>0 for all j by (1), the
conclusions in (2) and (2') follow by the use of standard inequalities
for complex numbers. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete, and the
proof of Theorem 2 is entirely similar.
To prove Theorem 3, observe first that the value of a Hermitian
matrix is, real. Since both determinants
in (13) are Hermitian and
hence real, it follows that the parenthesis on the right is real. Since
an is real, it follows that ai2x21)+ • • • +Oi„íc„1)is real. Since au>Ai
and ¡xj1'! <1 for j = 2, • ■ • , n, the first factor on the right in (14)
is positive and not less than mi. Similar considerations applied to the
other factors in (14) complete the proof of (6).
To prove

(7) observe,

first,

that

every

principal

minor

of D is it-

self Hermitian;
and, second, that every principal minor has a
dominant principal diagonal as a result of the hypothesis aa>Ai
for
D. Then all principal minors of D are positive by (6). Finally, Szász
[8] has established the inequality
(7) for any Hermitian matrix all
of whose principal minors are positive. The proof of Theorem 3 is
complete.
To prove Theorem 4, observe that D=riDi.
Since 7?i satisfies the
hypotheses of Theorem 1, it is possible to apply the reduction indi-

cated in (13) to obtain
/ an

D = M-h

aux2

(i)

Since D2, D3, ■ ■ • , T>n-i satisfy

(i)\

+ • • • + ainXn Jr2D2.
the same hypotheses
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duction can be continued

to obtain

D = [an + ri(ai2x2
• [a22 +

4- • • • 4- ainXn )J

r2(a23x3
T

+

■■■ +

a2nxn

I

)]

(n~l),

■ ■ • [On-i n-i t

r„_ia„_i

„x„

\ann-

The inequality in (8) now follows from this equation in the usual way.
The proof of Theorem 4 is complete.
The same considerations
can be used to prove an extension of
Theorem 2 and of equation (6) in Theorem 3 similar to the extension
of Theorem 1 given by Theorem 4.
Finally, it may be remarked that the results of this section suggest
a simple and independent
proof of Lemma 1 by the method of
mathematical induction.
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